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Throughout this thesis we use natural units, where ~ = c = 1. We also use
Einstein summation convention
a · b = aµbµ = aµbµgµν = a0b0 − ajbj (1)
where g00 = g
00 = 1, gjj = g
jj = −1 for j = 1, 2, 3 and other gµν are zero. Other
notation we use is the so called Feynman slash notation
a/ = aµγ
µ (2)
where γµ are gamma matrices. In calculations we use Pauli-Dirac representation
of them (see [6], Appendix A).
At last we use for describtion of the Dirac field and solutions of the Dirac
equation following designation
• Ψ(x) . . . Dirac field
• ψ(x) . . . solution of the time-dependent Dirac equation
• Φ(x) = 〈x|n, p, j,m〉 . . . solution of the time-independent Dirac equation,
where n is the principal quantum number, p is parity, j is the total angular
momentum quantum number and m is the magnetic quantum number.
vii
Introduction
Nowadays, high-precision spectroscopic measurements have achieved astonishing
accuracy in determining transition frequencies. For example, the frequency for
transition between 1S1/2 − 2S1/2 in hydrogen atom has been measured with the
relative standard uncertainty only 1.4 × 10−14 [11]. With such accuracy even
the tiny effects of quantum electrodynamics (QED) or weak interactions can be
seen. Such experiments are very effective in testing standard model (SM) of
elementary particles and they provide complementary information to the high
energy experiments.
If we want to theoretically explain the measured frequencies, we have to take
into account the so called radiative corrections. One of them is caused by vir-
tual production and anihilation of the single e+e− pair which is called vacuum
polarization. In this work we study the effect of vacuum polarization on atomic
levels of electronic or muonic hydrogen-like atom. Especially in muonic atoms
the vacuum polarization is the most important QED effect [4].
Other effects now accesible by experiment are those caused by weak interac-
tion. One of the fundamental property of weak interaction is its non-conservation
of parity. High-precison measurements of parity violation in atoms can be com-
bined with measurements of the scattering of high-energy polarized electrons on
nucleons. It gives constraints on fundamental constants - weak charges of u and
d quarks. In Figure 1 taken from [5] we can see that the band obtained by the
high-energy SLAC experiment [13, 14] is nearly orthogonal to that obtained by
measurements of parity violation in cesium [22]. In this work we aim to calculate
circular dichroism in stable atoms caused by weak interaction.
The thesis is organized as follows. At the beginning of chapter 1, we firstly
summarize some bases of QED and then we derive the expression for the energy
shift caused by Vacuum Polarization. Then we write the solution for hydrogen-
like atom in relativistic treatment and discuss the use of the reduced mass in
calculations. At the second part of chapter 1 we derive the expression for vacuum
expectency value (VEV) of the charge density which we approximate and solve
using free particle and hydrogen function approach. At the end of chapter 1 we
discuss the effects of the Uehling potential on hydrogen-like atoms.
In chapter 2 we show how a weak interaction violates the parity conservation in
atomic processes. We describe a semiempirical theory that allows us to calculate
form factors for neutral weak current. Finaly, we derive the formula for circular
dichroism in terms of reduced matrix elements which are then expressed by using
just radial operators.
In Mathematical supplement we calculate several nontrivial integrals that are
1
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Figure 7. Experimental, model-independent determination of the weak charges of the u and
d quarks. The two bands represent the domains allowed by the high-energy SLAC and by the
caesium experiments. The graduated segment represents the prediction of the standard model
for values of the parameter sin2θ from 0 to 1.
4.2.2. Comparison with the standard model prediction.SinceQW is a fundamental quantity
it must be compared with the value predicted by the standard model. In order to incorporate
electroweak radiative corrections, the theory being renormalizable, for a complete definition
of the theory it is necessary to fix a certain number of constants, three in fact. We choose
α, GF and as the third constant the most natural choice is the mass of the Z0 boson,
MZ0. With such a choice, the sensitivity of the radiative corrections to the top mass,
via vacuum polarization loop diagrams which involve(mt/MW)2 terms (Veltman effect),
practically disappears†. This dependence even cancels out for the particular ratio of protons
to neutrons involved in natural caesium,13355Cs. The theoretical value ofQW (Marciano and
Sirlin 1984) is given by
QthW = −73.20± 0.13 (30)
† An historical note: before the LEP era, instead ofMZ0, people chose the ratioMW/MZ0 as the third electroweak
constant, since it could be derived from neutrino physics. With such a choice,QthW involves the top quark mass
and atomic PV results were used to obtain the boundmt < 190 GeV/c2. This is to be compared with the current
value of 175 GeV/c2, deduced from the recent direct observation of the top quark at Fermilab.
Figure 1: Ex erimental, model-independe t determination of the weak
charges of th u and d quarks. The two ba ds represent t
domains allowed by the high-energy SLAC and by the cesium
experiments. The graduated segment represents the prediction
of the standard model for values of the parameter sin2 θ from 0
to 1.
needed in chapter 1. We also derive expansions to the second or third order for
several types of hypergeometric functions.
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Chapter 1
Vacuum Polarization in Coulomb
Field
1.1 Current situation
In general sense, the Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) is a relativistic quantum
field theory that describes interaction between light and matter. To quote Richard
Feynmann, QED is the “jewel of physics” because of its extraordinary agreement
with experimental results.
The unique system, on which QED can be tested, is a hydrogen atom. The
Dirac equation can be solved exactly; therefore, the fundamental theory can be
compared with high accuracy experiments.
Recently, the paper [2] was published and a possible discrepancy between the
theory and experiment was reported therein.
The authors of [2] measured the 2S1/2 − 2P3/2 transition frequency in muo-
nium (µ−p+) by means of the pulse laser spectroscopy. They compared the ex-
perimental result with the theoretical prediction and the difference is believed
to be caused by finite size nucleus effect. From this difference the proton radius
was determined to be rp = (0.84184 ± 0.00067) fm. It differs from previously
determined values rp = (0.8768± 0.0069) fm by 5σ extracted from comparison of
theory and experiment for “ordinary” hydrogen [11].
What lies behind these discrepancies? The authors of [2] offer some possible
explanations:
1. Some fundamental problem with bound-state QED.
2. Unknown effect related to proton or muon.
3. Supposed relation between measured energy shift and proton radius is
wrong.
4. Computational error in calculation of radiative corrections.
5. Experimental error.
In this chapter we aim to check the values of radiative correction caused by
vacuum polarization.
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1.2 Bases of QED with respect to Vacuum Po-
larization
In this section we define some essential concepts and we describe the deriva-
tion of some equations that are necessary for the understanding of the Vacuum
Polarization effect.
1.2.1 Time-independent derivation of the Vacuum Polar-
ization
Let us derive energy shift caused by Vacuum Polarization using only time-inde-





where b̂k+ is the annihilation operator and b̂
†
k+ is the creation operator of the
electron (similarly b̂k− is the creation operator and b̂
†
k− is the annihilation operator
of the positron) and ψk(x) is the wave function of the electron (or positron) in
state k. In this work we use stationary states Φk(x), which are defined as
ψk(x) = Φk(x)e
−iEkt. (1.2)
The summation in equation (1.1) is formal – it is summation over disrete part
and integration over continuous part of the spectrum. For electrons (as for all
fermions with spin 1/2) there is an anticommutation relation
{b̂†k, b̂l} = δk,l. (1.3)




The vacuum expectation value (shortly VEV) of the charge density in vacuum is
therefore defined as
〈ρ(x)〉 = 〈0|ρ(x)|0〉, (1.5)
where |0〉 stands for vacuum state. Later we will show, that VEV of the charge
density is time-independent, i. e.
〈ρ(x)〉 = 〈ρ(x)〉. (1.6)
If the 〈ρ(x)〉 is nonzero, it interacts with the Dirac field. The Hamiltonian de-

















and Ai = 0. (1.8)
In the first order of the time-independet perturbation theory is the energy shift
of the electron in state n caused by vacuum polarization


















We use relation (1.3) and for the part containing creation and annihilations op-
erators we get
〈0|b̂nb̂†kb̂lb̂†n|0〉 = 〈0|(δk,n − b̂†kb̂n)(δl,n − b̂†nb̂l)|0〉 = δk,nδl,n. (1.9)










and then the final equation for the energy shift reads













We have used the symbol ω for the magnitude of the vector k, i. e. |k| = ω and
〈ρ̃(k)〉 is the Fourier transformation of the current operator in vacuum.
1.2.2 Green’s function of the Dirac field
In this subsection we are going to find an expression for the Green’s function of
the Dirac field which we will find useful in the next subsection.
By definition of Green’s function it holds (from the operator point of view)
(Π/−m)G = 1. (1.12)
We want to calculate how the Green’s function is evolving in time G(t1, t2) =








G(t1, t2) = 〈t1|t2〉 = δ(t1 − t2), (1.13)
where
H0 = eA0 + γ0γj(−i∂j − eAj) + γ0m (1.14)
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is the time-independent Hamiltonian (we restrict ourselves to static potentials).
From the properties of Greens’ functions we know that they depend on the dif-
ference of the time (t1 − t2), for further information see [8], chapter 1. We use











where R(E) is called resolvent. Substituting Fourier transforms (1.15) and (1.16)

























where |Φn〉 are eigenvectors of the time-independent Hamiltonian. It is obvious
from (1.2) that it holds
H0|Φn〉 = En|Φn〉. (1.19)





























E − En − iε
|Φn−〉〈Φn−|, (1.20)
We have added the parameter ε according to Feynmans prescription to know how
to round singularities in the complex E-plane. The integration path Γ is shown
on the Figure 1.1. After the integration we get the Green’s function in the form








To simplify the discussion we will use symbol Π/ where the zeroth component
is now (after the Fourier transform) equal to Π0 = E−eAe0, where Ae0 is the static






Figure 1.1: Integration path Γ in the complex E-plane
For further calculations we need to know the diagonal matrix element of the
Green’s function G(x, x). We can write it in the following form
















Π/2 −m2 (Π/+m)|r〉 (1.22)
From the equation (1.22) it is also obvious that the ”diagonal matrix element” of
the Green’s function does not depend on the timelike component, i. e.
G(x, x) = G(x,x). (1.23)
1.2.3 Charge density operator in vacuum expressed in
terms of Green’s function
In the equation (1.5) we have defined the VEV of the charge density. In this















+ (δn−,k− − b̂n−b̂†k−)ψ†n−(x)ψk−(x)− (δn+,k+ − b̂†n+b̂k+)×






because b̂n+|0〉 = b̂†n−|0〉 = 0. From the last equation it is also obvious that
VEV of the charge density does not depend on the timelike component, as was
presumed in section 1.2.1, equation (1.6).
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In the next step we rewrite wave function into the form Φn+(x) = 〈x|Φn+〉



















Finaly we insert (1.26) and (1.27) into (1.25) and we get the final expression











G(t1, t2)|x〉 = ie trG(x,x). (1.28)
We have used the fact, that neither VEV of the charge density, nor diagonal
matrix element of the Green’s function depend on the time-like component.
1.2.4 Bound State QED and Vacuum Polarization
In this section we will briefly outline a different approach to equations such as
(1.11) and (1.28).
We want to solve problems, where electron is bound; therefore, the common
free particle approach is not valid. The way to do so is to use the so called Furry
picture. After some technical problems it is posible to extend the Feynman-
Dyson formalism for this class of problems. Details can be found in the book
[16], chapter 15g.
The radiative correction of the vacuum polarization can be represented by the
Feynman diagram on the Figure 1.2. The energy level of the bound electron in
state Φn(x) is changed by vacuum polarization






d(t2 − t1)ψ̄n(x2)γµψn(x2)DF (x2 − x1)×
× ie tr [γµG(x1, x1)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
〈jµ(x1)〉
(1.29)
where G(x, x) is the Green’s function of the Dirac field, to be discussed below ,
DF is the photon propagator of the form














Figure 1.2: Feynman Diagram representing the Vacuum Polarization
We can see the definitions (1.4) and (1.31) are consistent, because j0(x) = ρ(x).
The diagonal matrix element of the Green’s function G(x1, x1) does not de-
pend on the timelike component t1 as was mentioned in the last subsection.
Timelike component t2 cancels, after the substitution from equation (1.2). As
a consequence, we can integrate over (t2 − t1) and then k0, which gives for the
energy shift (1.29) following formula













where 〈j̃µ(k)〉 is the Fourier transformation of the current operator in vacuum
and Aµ(x) is the potential created by 〈jµ(x)〉.
For µ = 0 we can see that (1.32) is equal to (1.11). In this work we are
interested in an electron in a Coloumb potential and as is mentioned in [17] the
integrals with µ 6= 0 vanish. In that case we get the same results for the just
described approach and the one from the subsection 1.2.1.
1.3 Hydrogen-like atom in relativistic treatment
In this work we use solutions of the Dirac equation for hydrogen-like atoms (with
infinitely massive and point nucleus) written as the linear combination of func-
tions which are similar to the solutions of the non-relativistic hydrogen-like atom.
This approach was firstly published in [3], the summarization of that approach
can be found in [12] or [24].
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The time-independent Dirac equation for hydrogen-like atom is
H0Φ = EΦ, (1.33)
where H0 is defined in (1.14). We multiply equation (1.33) by γ0 and write it in
the form
(Π/−m) Φ = 0. (1.34)
It is convenient to find the sotutions Φ of the (1.34) using ansatz
Φ = (Π/+m)φ, (1.35)
The function φ is the solution of the equation
Hφ = 0, (1.36)
where the so called iterated Hamiltonian is defined as
H = Π/2 −m2. (1.37)
1.3.1 Solutions of the iterated Hamiltonian
The set of mutually commuting operators is {H, J2, J3, K,Γ}. Here J is the
operator of the total angular momentum,




where L is the orbital angular momentum operator and Σ/2 is the spin operator.
The operator Γ is defined as
Γ = γ0 (K + i(Zα)γ · n) , (1.39)
where n denotes the arbitrary unit vector and K stands for the relativistic parity
operator
K = γ0 (Σ · L + 1) . (1.40)
We also use the so called effective orbital quantum number lΓ, which (in relativis-
tic treatment) is not an integer, but has a value
lΓ = |Γ| − 1 for Γ > 0,
lΓ = |Γ| for Γ < 0.
The eigenvalues of the set of the mutually commuting operators are









, . . . (1.41)
Ĵ3φ = mφ, where m = −j,−j + 1, . . . , j − 1, j (1.42)






− (Zα)2 , (1.43)
Ĥφ =
(




φ, where n = lΓ + 1 + nr,
with nr = 0, 1, . . . (1.44)






, with p = ±1. (1.45)
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It is obvious from the equation (1.45) that quantum number p can be used








The iterated Hamiltonian H has the same structure as the Hamiltonian ope-
rator for the non-relativistic hydrogen-like atom. As a consequence, the functions
φ are






Here Rn,lΓ(r) is the radial function of the non-relativistic hydrogen-like atom.
The explicit form of the radial functions can be found in [10], §37. The symbol
〈n|j,m〉p denotes the spherical spinors, where we have for p = +1
〈n|j,m〉+ =










and for p = −1
〈n|j,m〉− =













(n) are spherical harmonics. Using the
equations defined in [12] the constants cΓ1,p and c
Γ
2,p has the form (up to an arbitrary
phase factor eiϕ )
cΓ1,p = p
θ(−Γ) Zα√




(Zα)2 + (Γ− p|K|)2
, (1.52)
where θ (x) is Heaviside function, therefore pθ(−Γ) = 1 for Γ > 0 and pθ(−Γ) = p for
Γ < 0. We have thus found a spectrum of the iterated Hamiltonian operator H.
1.3.2 Solution of the Dirac equation for the hydrogen-like
atom
In the last section, we have found the solution φ of the iterated equation (1.36).
According to (1.35), after the action of the operator (Π/+m) we get the solution
Φ of the Dirac equation (1.34). But there is a complication. The operator Γ
(unlike operators J2, J3 and K) does not commute with operator (Π/+m). As
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a consequence, the operator Γ is no longer an integral of the motion; thus, the
solution Φ is in general a linear combination of both possible values of Γ. After
a series of algebraic modifications we get (for particulars see [12])























where constants A and B are













and N is the normalization constant. We determine its value from the normali-
zation condition 〈Φ|Φ〉 = 1, which gives
N =
[








1.3.3 Reduced mass in relativistic wave-functions
We can always (in the absence of external fields) write the nonrelativistic two-
body problem in the terms of relative and centre-of-mass motion. From the
approximation of an atom with the infinitely massive nucleus we move to the
real problem with finite masses just by changing the mass of the electron (or
muon) m to a reduced mass mr = mMN/(m + MN). When we treat the two-
body problem relativistically the center-of-mass motion cannot be factored out
rigorously because the Dirac Hamiltonian
H = α · p + βm+αN · pN + βNMN + V (|r− rN |), (1.57)
is incorrect. Here αj = γγj and β = γ0 are Dirac matrices and quantities with
subscript N stands for the quantities of nucleus.
The correct equation that describes two-interactiong-fermion problem is Bethe-
Salpeter equation [15], which is too complicated to be solved in practice.
Simpler approach is described in the articles [9] and [4]. It is based on ex-
traction of the effective potential Veff from the e
− − p+ scattering amplitude. It
is shown there that Veff is the sum of Coulomb and Breit potential and for the















where the symbol E0 is the eigenvalue of the Dirac Hamiltonian
H0Φ =
[
α · p + βm− Zα
r
]
Φ = E0Φ. (1.59)
The effective Dirac equation for the electron (or muon) in potential generated by
nucleus with mass MN can be then written in the form




From (1.58) and (1.60) it is also obvious that in limit MN → ∞ we get Veff =
−Zα/r and Heff = H0. The terms proportional to 1/MN will be treated as the
first-order perturbation. In [4] it is shown that using the reduced mass mr instead
of m cancels most of the perturbation. We define
HrΦr =
[




Φr = ErΦr (1.61)
and the energy E = 〈Φ|Heff|Φ〉 evalueted in the first order of m/MN then yields










For values in (1.62) it holds E0 ≈ m >> (E0 −m) and thus the greater part of
the perturbation is canceled when the reduced mass is used.
In the calculations in this work we use the reduced masses, but all corrections
beyond that are neglected. For the sake of breivity we drop the subscript r.
1.4 Derivation of equations for 〈j̃0〉
In section 1.2 we have shown that the energy shift caused by vacuum polariza-
tion depend on the VEV of charge density (the zeroth component of the current
operator). In this section we show how a Fourier transform of VEV of charge
density could be expressed in terms of integrals I and J .
Using (1.22) we can write the VEV of the current operator in the form




















































[γµ, γν ]. (1.64)
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+ tr[γµ, γν ]Π
ν 1






















In order to calculate energy shift we need to know the value of the Fourier





























Let us focus our attention to the vacuum polarization in the hydrogen atom.
As discussed at the end of the previous chapter 1.2.4 only terms with µ = 0 are
nonzero [17]. Therefore we have for the energy shift











That means the Fourier transform of the current operator in vacuum is equal to


























































From (1.37) we have
H = Π/2 −m2 = Π2 −m2 + γ0γj[pj,Π0] =
=
H′0︷ ︸︸ ︷



















The perturbations V and V ′ are of the first order and V ′′ is of the second order
in Zα.











(V + V ′ + V ′′) 1H0
(V + V ′ + V ′′) 1H0
+ . . . , (1.71)










(V ′ + V ′′) 1H′0
(V ′ + V ′′) 1H′0
+ . . . , (1.72)
called hydrogen functions approach. We can proceed to calculate I and J integrals
using both (1.71) and (1.72) approaches.
Let us introduce labeling I
(k)
n , resp. J
(i)
j . The lower index j is equal to number
of first terms of expansion (1.71) that are used to calculate the integrals I, resp. J .
The upper index (i) stands for the order of α to which the integral is proportional.
1.5 Calculation of the 1. order in α
1.5.1 Hydrogen function approach
In order to calculate the first order in α we need to use only first two terms of




















































Let us start with calculation of the integral I2a.







whereH′0|Ke〉 = (E2 −m2 − (EZα)2K2e) |Ke〉. Integers n1, n2 are called parabolic
quantum numbers and m is the magnetic quantum number. For more informa-
tion about motion in a Coloumb field in parabolic coordinates see [10], §37. For



















E2 −m2 − (EZα)2K2e
e−ik·r, (1.77)




















, 1, iEZα(|Ke|r −Ke · r)
)
, (1.78)
where F (a, b, z) is a confluent hypergeometric function.
Because we integrate over d3Ke it is convenient to make substitution



























, 1,−i(|ke|r − ke · r)
)
. (1.80)














E2 −m2 − k2e
(EZα)3
(2π)3
Γ (1 + a) Γ (1− a)×
× F
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E2 −m2 − k2e











a, 1,−i(|ke|r − ke · r)
)
. (1.82)
The detailed calculation of the nontrivial integral K can be found in the









E2 −m2 − k2e
Γ (1 + a) Γ (1− a) |ke|
4k2e cos
2 θ − ω2 ×
×
(
ω + 2|ke| cos θ









2 θ − ω2
)
−
− a 2ω|ke| cos θ
4k2e cos
2 θ − ω2F
(





2 θ − ω2
)]
. (1.83)
The first order in α is the same as the first order in a, so we can neglect some
parts of the integral I2a. We can also use some useful expansions(
ω + 2|ke| cos θ
ω − 2|ke| cos θ
)a
= 1 + a ln
(
ω + 2|ke| cos θ








ω + 2|ke| cos θ
ω − 2|ke| cos θ
)
+O(a3), (1.84)















2 θ − ω2
)
= 1 +O(a2), (1.87)
In the first order of α we use only the ones from the expansions (1.84) – (1.87)











E2 −m2 − k2e
· 1
4k2e cos
2 θ − ω2 (1.88)
Let us turn our attention to the integral I2b. We use the same steps as when









E2 −m2 − k2e

















Calculation of the integral K ′ can be found in the appendix A.1.2. For the









E2 −m2 − k2e
Γ (1 + a) Γ (1− a)×
×
(
ω + 2|ke| cos θ









2 θ − ω2
)
. (1.90)
In this section we only want the first order in α, so we again use the expansions











E2 −m2 − k2e
(1.91)
Our next goal is to calculate the integral J2. We can use a fact that pj





































































































































At this time we again make substitution for Ke defined in (1.79) and then we use















Γ (1 + a)×
× Γ (1− a)∇2F
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a, 1,−i(|ke|r − ke · r)
)
. (1.96)












E2 −m2 − k2e




ω + 2|ke| cos θ
ω − 2|ke| cos θ
)a [
2i cos θ









2 θ − ω2
)
−
− 2i cos θ
ω − 2|ke| cos θ
F
(





2 θ − ω2
)]
. (1.97)






ω + 2|ke| cos θ
− 2i cos θ







ω − 2|ke| cos θ − ω − 2|ke| cos θ
ω2 − 4k2e cos2 θ
]
= − 8i|ke|
ω2 − 4k2e cos2 θ
.
In the first order in a we again use the expansions (1.84) – (1.87) and then we











E2 −m2 − k2e
1
4k2e cos
2 θ − ω2 . (1.98)
1.5.2 Free particle approach
The free particle approach means to use the series (1.72). So for integrals I and













































































In order to deal with operators we again use the resolution of identity. Now
we use eigenfunctions of the free particle problem (i. e. plain waves)
1 =
∫





and it also holds H0|p〉 = E2 −m2 − p2|p〉. So we insert two resolutions of the
form (1.101) into calculation of integral I
(1)


























E2 −m2 − p21
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E2 −m2 − p21
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E2 −m2 − p21
1
E2 −m2 − (p1 − k)2
(1.105)
Calculation of the I
(1)
Fb is similar to the calculation of the I
(1)





























E2 −m2 − p21









E2 −m2 − p21
. (1.106)
Finaly, let us calculate integral J
(1)
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E2 −m2 − p21
1
E2 −m2 − (p1 − k)2
. (1.108)
1.5.3 Comparison of both approaches
We want to show that the approaches from the last two subsections give the
























ω2 − 2p · k
[
1
E2 −m2 − p2−
− 1
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1
E2 −m2 − p2 −
1
ω2 − 2p · k− 2ω2
1











E2 −m2 − p2
[
1
ω2 − 2p · k +
1











E2 −m2 − p2
2ω2









E2 −m2 − p2
1
4p2 cos2 θ − ω2 . (1.109)
which is equal to I
(1)
2a (1.88).
Secondly the expression for I
(1)
Fb (1.106) is exactly the same as I
(1)
2b (1.91).
Eventually, if we use the same procedure as in equation (1.109), we get the











E2 −m2 − p2
1
4p2 cos2 θ − ω2 . (1.110)
Again we have obtained the same relation using free particle (1.110) and
hydrogen functions (1.98) approach.
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1.5.4 Uehling potential
In the last section we have calculated integrals which give the Fourier transfor-

































−4E2 + 2 [E2 −m2 − (p− k)2] + ω2








−2E2 − 2p2 + 4p · k− ω2 − 2m2
(E2 −m2 − p2) (E2 −m2 − (p− k)2) . (1.111)
For simplicity we rewrite the equations using fourvectors k = (0,k) and p =






−4E2 + 2p2 − 4p · k + k2 − 2m2
(p2 −m2) ((p− k)2 −m2) . (1.112)









−4E2 + 2p2 − 4p · k + k2 − 2m2










−4E2 + 2p2 − 4p · k + k2 − 2m2
(p2 − 2p · ky −m2 + k2y)2
, (1.113)










2 + 2p2 + 4p · ky + 2k2y2 − 4p · k − 4k2y + k2 − 2m2










−p2 + 2p2 + 2k2y2 − 4k2y + k2 − 2m2
(p2 −m2 + k2y − k2y2)2
(1.114)
In the last step we have used symmetric integration∫
d4p
pµpν






(p2 − L)n . (1.115)
which holds for n > 3. We have used the relation for the sake of simplicity, even
though the integrals are divergent (n = 2). After the regularization all integrals
will be convergent and the above manipulation will formally take place. We have
also used a fact, that integration of the odd function is zero∫
d4p
pµ
(p2 − L)n = 0 (1.116)
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The integral we have (1.114) is quadratically divergent, so we have to use a
procedure called Pauli-Villars regularization. We subtract the same expression,
but we change mass m to auxiliary mass M . At the end of the calculation we
must perform the limit M →∞. It can be expressed in the following way
























p2 + 2k2y2 − 4k2y + k2 − 2λ
(p2 − λ+ k2y − k2y2)3
−
− 2















4p2 − 4λ+ 4k2y − 4k2y2
(p2 − λ+ k2y − k2y2)3
+
+
−2p2 + 8k2y2 − 12k2y + 2k2
(p2 − λ+ k2y − k2y2)3
− 2















8k2y2 − 12k2y + 2k2




(p2 − λ+ k2y − k2y2)3
+
2




We want to show that expression D is zero. To do so we use another formula∫
d4p
1




Now let us derive useful relation using formulas (1.116) and (1.119)∫
d4p
pµ










Next we differentiate both sides of equation (1.120) with respect to parameter lµ




pµ2(p− l)µ · (−1)












(p2 − L)3 . (1.121)
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The integral D is still divergent therefore we differentiate D with respect to λ







(p2 − λ+ k2y − k2y2)4
+
4
(p2 − λ+ k2y − k2y2)3
)
= 0 (1.122)
where we have used just derived formula (1.121).
We can now integrate over d4p in equation (1.118) using formula (1.119) which











8k2y2 − 12k2y + 2k2






dyω2(1− 6y + 4y2) ln
(
M2 − k2y + k2y2























In the last step we have modified the expression using M →∞. The renormalized
Fourier transform of the VEV of the current operator is defined as
〈j̃(1)0 (k)〉R = 〈j̃(1)0 (k)〉 − 〈j̃(1)0 (0)〉. (1.124)
This modification can be seen as replacing the ”bare” charge e for a ”renorma-
lized” charge eR. For more about this topic see [8] or any introduction to QED.
In the following text we drop the subscript R and we continue to use symbol e
although it stands for renormalized charge.















In order to eliminate the logarithm we integrate (1.125) by parts and then we
transform the integration variable to v = 2y − 1



























































In the last step we have used the symmetry of the integrand. Now we want to

































































A further transformation ζ = 1/
√
1− v2 with vdv = ζ−3dζ gives the commonly















It is very common to use an approximation of the Uehling potential. If we
consider the limit k2/m2 << 1, we can calculate only with the first term of the



































1.5.5 Calculations with Uehling potential
The energy shift caused by Uehling potential can be easily calculated using equa-
tion (1.11) which gives the formula
∆E
(1)
V P = e
∫
d3x|Φn(EnZαx)|2A0(x). (1.132)
We use a dimensionless function FV P to express the ∆E
(1)














where me is the mass of the electron and mr = me,µmp/(me,µ+mp) is the reduced
mass. We calculate function F
(1)
V P on three levels of approximation.
1. We use the approximative form of the Uehling potential (1.131) and non-
relativistic wave functions




2. We use the exact form of the Uehling potential (1.128) and nonrelativistic
wave functions














3. We use the exact form of the Uehling potential (1.128) and relativistic wave
functions (1.53)


























The calculated energy shifts are written in Tables 1.1 and 1.2 using just mentioned
three levels of approximation and numerical values taken from [11]
α−1 = 137.035999074(44) (1.137)
me = 0.510998928(11) MeV (1.138)
me
mµ
= 4.83633166(12)× 10−3 (1.139)
me
mp
= 5.4461702178(22)× 10−4 (1.140)
R∞c = 3.289841960364(17)× 1015 Hz (1.141)
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In Table 1.1 we have results for an electron which is bound by point-like proton
with hypothetical charge Z. In Table 1.2 we have the same situation, but the
electron is replaced by a muon. The values in Tables 1.1 and 1.2 are given in
[MHz] which we get from [eV] by multiplication by R∞c/α
2me.
State Z EDir ∆E
(1)
V P (app.) ∆E
(1)





1 −3.288 · 109 −216.7 −214.8 −214.8
2s 1
2
1 −8.219 · 108 −27.08 −26.84 −26.85
2p 1
2
1 −8.219 · 108 0 −7.634 · 10−5 −3.461 · 10−4
2p 3
2
1 −8.219 · 108 0 −7.634 · 10−5 −7.635 · 10−5
1s 1
2
10 −3.329 · 1011 −2.167 · 106 −1.987 · 106 −2.027 · 106
2s 1
2
10 −8.234 · 1010 −2.708 · 105 −2.481 · 105 −2.543 · 105
2p 1
2
10 −8.234 · 1010 0 −69.29 −340.7
2p 3
2
10 −8.223 · 1010 0 −69.29 −70.02
1s 1
2
20 −1.322 · 1012 −3.467 · 107 −2.929 · 107 −3.132 · 107
2s 1
2
20 −3.310 · 1011 −4.334 · 106 −3.651 · 106 −3.975 · 106
2p 1
2
20 −3.983 · 1011 0 −3995 −2.226 · 104
2p 3
2
20 −3.292 · 1011 0 −3995 −4136
Table 1.1: Dirac binding energies and energy shifts caused by Uehling term
in [MHz] for system e−p+Z
Let us comment the results in Table 1.1:
• The approximative form of the Uehling potential gives a good estimation
in the leading order for the s-states.
• The calculations with nonrelativistic wave-functions give good results for
all calculated states except for 2p 1
2
where relativistic wave functions give
approximately 5 times bigger energy shift. It is caused by the relativistic
2p 1
2
state contains a small mixture of the 2s 1
2
state, which has few orders
of magnitude higher interaction with the Uehling potential.
• When we compare the last two columns we can see that relativistic wave-
functions generally give greater energy shift than the nonrelativistic. This
is due to the fact that relativistic wave functions are localized closer to the
nucleus where the Uehling potential is more intense.
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State Z EDir ∆E
(1)
V P (app.) ∆E
(1)





1 −6.114 · 1011 −1.393 · 109 −4.591 · 108 −4.592 · 108
2s 1
2
1 −1.528 · 1011 −1.741 · 108 −5.310 · 107 −5.310 · 107
2p 1
2
1 −1.528 · 1011 0 −3.525 · 106 −3.526 · 106
2p 3
2
1 −1.528 · 1011 0 −3.525 · 106 −3.525 · 106
1s 1
2
10 −6.122 · 1013 −1.393 · 1013 −3.086 · 1011 −3.100 · 1011
2s 1
2
10 −1.531 · 1013 −1.741 · 1012 −3.888 · 1010 −3.918 · 1010
2p 1
2
10 −1.531 · 1013 0 −2.405 · 1010 −2.425 · 1010
2p 3
2
10 −1.529 · 1013 0 −2.405 · 1010 −2.408 · 1010
1s 1
2
20 −2.459 · 1014 −2.229 · 1014 −1.700 · 1012 −1.728 · 1012
2s 1
2
20 −6.155 · 1013 −2.786 · 1013 −2.410 · 1011 −2.475 · 1011
2p 1
2
20 −6.155 · 1013 0 −1.790 · 1011 −1.840 · 1011
2p 3
2
20 −6.122 · 1013 0 −1.790 · 1011 −1.799 · 1011
Table 1.2: Binding energies and energy shifts caused by Uehling term in
[MHz] for system µ−p+Z
Let us comment the results in Table 1.2 again and compare them with those
in Table 1.1:
• The approximative form of the Uehling potential gives energy shift bigger
by several orders because the assumption k2/m2e << 1 is not valid for muon.
• The results for nonrelativistic and relativistic wave-functions have the same





states are much smaller. The reason is that the mass of the muon is
approximately 207 times bigger than mass of the electron; therefore, all
relativistic effects are smaller.
• In both Tables we can read that the Vacuum Polarization effect is greater
for more massive particles in stronger Coulomb fields both absolutely and
relatively to binding energies.
1.6 Calculation of the 2. order in α
In this section we want to show that the Fourier transformation of the VEV of the
current operator in the second order in α is zero. We can see that the integration
over E in the n-th order in α has the form∫
dE
En±1
E2 −m2 − k2e
, (1.142)
where the plus sign in exponenet is for integral I2a (1.83) and the minus sign is
for integrals I2b (1.90) and J2 (1.97). If we calculate contribution from the odd
order in α we integrate odd function in E in integral (1.142). Therefore, we do
not have any contributions in the second (and every odd) order in α.
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This result is also a cosequence of the more general Furry theorem (see [8],
Excersise 4.1).
1.7 Calculation of the 3. order in α
In order to calculate the third order in α we need to extend the expansion of
hypergeometric function from (1.87). The expansions are written in the Mathe-
matical Supplement A.2 with a hint how to obtain them. When we use expansions
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2 θ − ω2
)]
. (1.145)
The Fourier transformation of the VEV of the current operator in the third


























E2 −m2 − k2e
1
4k2e cos
2 θ − ω2×
×
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2 θ − ω2
)}
(1.146)
This result does not contain all relativistic corrections because we have used
only first two terms in expansion (1.72) to calculate 〈j̃(3)0 (k)〉. However, it can
be used as a partial check when using the partial wave expansion of 〈j0〉.
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Chapter 2
Parity violation in Atoms
2.1 Current situation
The interaction between electron and nucleus is predominantly electromagnetic,
but there are many orders of magnitude lesser effects of weak interaction. As a
result, the manifestation of the weak force can only be detected with very high
accuracy experiments. Very important attribute of the weak interaction is that
it does not conserve parity. Therefore, we can observe the effects of the weak
interaction in atoms by the measurment of the atomic parity violation. The
parity violation effects were measured by optical rotation or Stark-PNC on the
following atoms: 209Bi, 208Pb, 203Tl and 205Tl, 133Cs [7]. Lately the largest weak
interaction effect were measured on 174Yb [18].
The mirror symmetry in stable atoms is broken during absorbtions and emis-
sions of polarized photon which is caused by exchange of Z0 massive boson. The
Lagrangian describing weak interaction possesses part which has an opposite sign
for left (L) and right (R) handed coordinate system.
In this chapter, we give a full derivation of the formula for circular dichro-
ism δLR, which is ussually written without detailed explanation (see e. g. [6],
chapter 9 or [5]). We will express circular dichroism for the M1 highly forbidden
transtitions, where the parity violation effect could be seen.
2.2 Circular dichroism and transition rates
In the case of atomic processes, we measure the so called circular dichroism δLR,





where wL and wR stands for the transtion rate from initial (i) to final (f) state.
The transition rate of the photon is given by a Fermi golden rule
wi→f = 2πδ(Ef − Ei)|〈f |Hint|i〉|2, (2.2)
where 〈f |Hint|i〉 is the matrix element of the perturbation between the and final
f and initial i state with energies Ef and Ei. In the case of the absorbtion of the
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photon the matrix element is
〈f |Ĥint|i〉 = 〈f |e
∫
d3xÂµĵµ|i〉 = e〈f |
∫
d3xA0j0 −A · j|i〉. (2.3)
At the beginning, let us assume just that the ĵµ has the form
ĵµ = Ψ
†µΨ (2.4)
where  is a vector. Later, we will use a concrete form of µ and we will prove
assumed behaviour.
Because we want to describe the interaction with a photon, the vector poten-










′·x + â†(k′, ελ)e−ik
′·x) (2.5)
and
A0 = 0. (2.6)
For the initial and final state we have
|i〉 = â†(k, ε(LR))b̂†i |0〉 (2.7)
|f〉 = b̂†f |0〉, (2.8)
where we use a coordinate system in which the wave vector is
k = (0, 0, ω) , (2.9)






(1,±i, 0) . (2.10)









































′·x + â†(k′, ελ)e−ik
′·x)b̂na†(k, ε(LR))b̂†i |0〉.
(2.11)
Only when we have equal number of the annihilation and creation operators
we get the nonzero result, therefore the part in (2.11) containing creation and
annihilation operators is
〈0|b̂f b̂†mâ(k′, ελ)b̂na†(k, ε(
L
R))b̂†i |0〉 = δf,mδn,iδλ,(LR)δ (k− k
′) . (2.12)
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d3x Φ†f (x) (x) e
ik·xε(
L






R) · |Φi〉 (2.13)
Our goal is to calculate the second power of the matrix element (2.13). We use a
substitution x → Zαx and then we expand the exponential to the first order in
(Zα). Consequently, we get∣∣〈Φf |eiZαk·xε(LR) · |Φi〉∣∣2 ≈ ∣∣〈Φf |(1 + iZαk · x)ε(LR) · |Φi〉∣∣2 =
=
∣∣〈Φf |ε(LR) · |Φi〉∣∣2 + (Zα)2∣∣〈Φf |k · x ε(LR) · |Φi〉∣∣2+
+ 2Zα Im〈Φf |ε(
L
R) · |Φi〉〈Φi|k · x ε∗(
L
R) · |Φf〉 (2.14)









(rik − rik)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=A[rik]
. (2.15)
From (2.15) we take only the antisymetrized part which is responsible for M1 tran-
sitions and, unlike the symetrized part (responsible for E2 transitions), enables
us to see the parity violation. We define





























where we have used the concrete form of k (2.9) and ε (2.10).
With the described approximations we have for the transition rates of the left





























The states |Φi〉 and |Φf〉 are bound states of the relativistic hydrogen-like
atom (see subsection 1.3.2). Therefore, they are eignestates of the total angular
momentum operator, i. e.
|Φi〉 = |ni, pi, ji,mi〉, (2.22)
|Φi〉 = |nf , pf , jf ,mf〉, (2.23)
where n is the principal quantum number, p is parity, j is total angular momentum
quantum number and m is the magnetic quantum number.
As was mentioned earlier, we assume that  (and consequently µ) is a vector
operator. Arbitrary vector operator V has to meet the condition
[Ji, Vj] = iεijkVk (2.24)
and then it holds (see [1])
〈nf , pf , ji − 1,mi + 1|V+|ni, pi, ji,mi〉 =
= 〈nf , pf , ji − 1||V||ni, pi, ji〉
√
(ji −mi − 1)(ji −mi) , (2.25)
〈nf , pf , ji,mi + 1|V+|ni, pi, ji,mi〉 =
= 〈nf , pf , ji||V||ni, pi, ji〉
√
(ji +mi + 1)(ji −mi) , (2.26)
〈nf , pf , ji + 1,mi + 1|V+|ni, pi, ji,mi〉 =
= 〈nf , pf , ji + 1||V||ni, pi, ji〉
√
(ji +mi + 2)(ji +mi + 1) , (2.27)
〈nf , pf , ji − 1,mi − 1|V−|ni, pi, ji,mi〉 =
= 〈nf , pf , ji − 1||V||ni, pi, ji〉
√
(ji +mi − 1)(ji +mi) , (2.28)
〈nf , pf , ji,mi − 1|V−|ni, pi, ji,mi〉 =
= 〈nf , pf , ji||V||ni, pi, ji〉
√
(ji −mi + 1)(ji +mi) , (2.29)
〈nf , pf , ji + 1,mi − 1|V−|ni, pi, ji,mi〉 =
= 〈nf , pf , ji + 1||V||ni, pi, ji〉
√
(ji −mi + 2)(ji −mi + 1) ,
(2.30)
where the reduced matrix element 〈nf , pf , jf ||V||ni, pi, ji〉 has a value, which is
independent of m. Therefore, the wL and wR from (2.20) and (2.21) are nonzero
only for jf = ji or jf = ji ± 1 and mf = mi ± 1.
We want to get the transition rate independent of mi; thus, we have to sum
over all posible values of this quantum number. We use a fact that
j∑
m=−j
1 = 2j + 1, (2.31)
j∑
m=−j






(j + 1) (2j + 1) . (2.33)
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After summation, we denote transition as w̄ and after substituing (2.25) – (2.30)













∣∣〈nf , pf , jf ||||ni, pi, ji〉∣∣2 + (Zα)2ω2∣∣〈nf , pf , jf ||µ||ni, pi, ji〉∣∣2±









(4j2i − 1) , for jf = ji − 1
2ji
3





i + 11ji + 3) , for jf = ji + 1
0, otherwise.
(2.35)
For the circular dichroism defined in (2.1) we get
δ̄LR =
4ZαωRe〈nf , pf , jf ||||ni, pi, ji〉〈nf , pf , jf ||µ||ni, pi, ji〉∗
4
∣∣〈nf , pf , jf ||||ni, pi, ji〉∣∣2 + (Zα)2ω2∣∣〈nf , pf , jf ||µ||ni, pi, ji〉∣∣2 , (2.36)
2.2.1 Concrete forms of 
In the last section, we have derived the expression (2.1) for calculating circular
dichroism in a case of a general . Now we focus on the hydrogen-like atoms and
take  = eα. As a result, we have to prove that α and also µ = α × x are a
vector operators, i. e. we verify that they meet the condition (2.24)


































where we have used a known property of Pauli matrices [σi, σj] = 2iεijkσk. For
the second commutator we use just calculated result and a known commutation
relation between Li and xp
[Ji, µj] = εjpq
(





xp [Σi, αq]︸ ︷︷ ︸
2iεiqlαl
)
= i(εjplεipkxkαl + εjkqεiqlxkαl) =
= i(δi,jδk,l − δi,lδj,k + δi,kδj,l − δi,jδk,l)xkαl = i (δi,kδj,l − δi,lδj,k)xkαl =
= iεijmεklmxkαl = iεijmµm (2.38)
We can see that both operators α and µ are vector operators and all results from
the last subsection are valid for them.
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2.2.2 Analysis of the matrix elements
Let us analyse when the matrix elements are nonzero. All matrix elements are
linear combination of the





|ni, pi, ji,mi〉 ∝
∝ c∗1fc2i〈jf ,mf |pf qi|ji,mi〉−pi + c∗2fc1i〈jf ,mf |−pf qi|ji,mi〉pi , (2.39)
where qi is either qi = σi, or qi = εijkxjσk. The form of spherical spinors |jf ,mf〉±
(1.48) and (1.50) contains spherical harmonics. As a result, we have in (2.39) the


































δmf ,m′ , (2.41)
where dn = sin2 θdθdφ and x = rn. We have also used a known property of the
spherical harmonics (see [23])
niYl,m = ki−Yl−1,m′ + ki+Yl+1,m′ . (2.42)
Using integration over the angular part and equations (2.40) and (2.41) we get
nonzero matrix element (2.39) only when
































Consequently, when jf = ji±1 we have nonzero matrix element for E1 transi-
tions between states of the same parity (pf = pi) and for M1 transitions between
states of the different parity (pf 6= pi).
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For jf = ji, the situation is exactly the opposite. We have nonzero matrix
element for E1 transitions between states of the different parity and for M1 tran-
sitions between states of the same parity.
It would seem that the circular dichroism is always zero, because in the nu-
merator of (2.36) we have matrix elements for both E1 and M1 transition and
either of them should be zero. But in the next subsection we will show that
thanks to the weak interaction every state of even parity contains admixture of
states with the odd parity and vice versa.
2.3 Parity non-conserving weak interaction be-
tween electron and nucleus
As was mentioned in the subsection 1.3.2, the parity operator K commute with
the hydrogen-like Dirac Hamiltonian H0. Therefore, the wave functions Φ has
exact parity p = ±1. But if we consider the exchange of the Z0 boson between
electron and nucleus, we get additional term in the effective Hamiltonian
H = H0 +H
′ = H0 +HS +HP (2.47)
which possesses both scalar HS and pseudoscalar HP parts. Because the pseu-
doscalar part HP does not commute with parity operator K, the eigenstate |Φ(0)〉
of the hydrogen-like Dirac Hamiltonian defined in (1.53) changes as
|Φ(0)〉 → |Φ〉 = |Φ(0)〉+ |Φ(1)〉+ . . . . (2.48)









where sum over l is formal – it is summation over discrete part of the spectrum
and integration over continuous part of the spectrum. States |χ(0)l 〉 has opposite
parity then |Φ(0)〉 and energies E are defined in (1.46).
2.3.1 Neutral weak current interaction
In this subsection we show how to get form factors that describe the coupling
between Z0 boson and nucleus.
The standard model (SM) of elementary particles describes the interaction
between the electron and Z0 boson. The Zµ field (which describes the Z
0 boson)





µ(1− 4 sin2 θW − γ5)ΨeZµ, (2.50)
where g is a weak coupling constant and θW is the Weinberg mixing angle and
Ψ’s are the Dirac fields defined in (1.1). Our goal is to find a Lagrangian similar
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to 2.50 which would couple the nucleons (protons p and neutrons n) to the Zµ.





where JµZ is the neutral nucleonic weak current.
A proper understanding of this subject could be achieved only from equations
of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and from detailed knowledge of the structure
of nucleons. However, the methods of QCD are not applicable in the processes
we want to study. Thus we will use a semiempirical theory proposed in [20] which
allows us to calculate form factors for any neutral current process from several
experimentally determined values.
A theory from [20] is based on an assumed gauge-invariance group of total
Lagrangian consisting of SU(2) and U(1) groups. We also assume that proton













Then the nucleonic currents are
Jµ = Ψ̄Nγ









where ti are the usual isospin matrices (half the Pauli matrices) and the electro-
magnetic current JEM contains isovector part (proportinal to t3) and isoscalar
part (proportional to 1
2
).
The spontaneus symmetry breaking allows us to write the Lagrangian using





















with charged weak nucleonic current
JµW = J
µ
1 − iJµ2 , (2.56)
containing isovector V µ and axial isovector Aµ parts which are put together ac-
cording to V − A law (JµW = V µ − Aµ). In (2.55) we also have neutral weak
nucleonic current defined as
JµZ = J
µ
3 − 2 sin2 θWJµEM . (2.57)
The matrix element of JµEM between two proton states |p(l)〉, resp. |p(l′)〉 with
four-momentum l, resp. l′ is given by the general expression











where q = l′ − l is the momentum transfer, Cp, Gp and Fp are form factors and
up are momentum-space wave functions (Dirac spinors). Condition ∂µJ
µ
EM = 0
implies very useful restriction Fp(q
2) = 0.
Furthermore, in the limit q2 → 0 we get Cp(0) = 1 because the proton charge
is +|e|. The anomalous part of the magnetic moment of the proton is accounted
for by the “Pauli moment term” which gives Gp(0) = 1.79/2mp. We can construct










Since the neutron does not interact with the electric field we have Cn(0) = 0.
Its magnetic momentum is entirely anomalous which gives Gp(0) = −1.91/2mp.
We unite the matrix elements Mp and Mn using the nucleon isodoublet u, where











u = un. (2.60)



































We now write the corresponding nucleonic weak current between neutron and
proton states

















The isovector part of the current (2.53) is conserved because of the global
SU(2) gauge invariance. As a result, we have the conserved vector current (CVC)
hypothesis which states that the vector charged weak nucleonic current V µ, its
conjugate V µ and the isovector portion of the electromagnetic current JµEM form
a single isospin triplet of conserved curents. In other words, for form factors from








2) = 0. (2.69)
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and for limit q2 → 0 we get
f1(0) = Cp(0)− Cn(0) = 1 (2.70)




Similarly we can use the hypothesis archaically called partially conserved axial
current (PCAC) hypothesis which together with experimental data on β-decay
give
g1(0) = 1.25, (2.72)
g2(0) = 0. (2.73)
For more information see [6], section 4.11.
From the derived expressions we can finaly write the matrix element of the
neutral weak nucleonic current between proton and neutron states





























We have discarded terms with zero formfactors (f3 and g2). From definition (2.57)


































2) = −g3n(q2). (2.81)
At low q2 we may ignore the terms with f2p, f2n, g3p and g3n and after performing












g1p(0) = −g1n(0) = 0.625. (2.84)
These results will be used in the following subsection.
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2.3.2 Derivation of expression for effective Hamiltonian
HP
Let us now turn our attention to the pseudoscalar Hamiltonian HP , which arises
from the Z0 exchange between electron and the atomic nucleus. We want to write
HP as the effective potential caused by nucleus and acting on the electron.
We will use a several approximations
1. As was said earlier we assume limit q → 0 (momentum transfer between
electron and nucleus is negligible).
2. We assume that the nucleus is static so the nucleonic three-current is zero
Φ̄n,p(x)γiΦn,p(x) = 0. (2.85)
3. We also assume a point-like nucleus
Φ†n,p(x)Φn,p(x) = δ(xN). (2.86)









In electrostatics we can write the interaction between charge density % and the
test charge e as Helec = eϕ, where ϕ is determined by the Poisson equation
−∇2ϕ = %. We use approximation 2) and in analogy with electrostatics we
write the effective Hamiltonian H ′ describing the exchange of Z0 boson between
electron and nucleus as
H ′ = qweake ϕ
weak
N (x), (2.88)




(1− 4 sin2 θW − γ5). (2.89)
The nucleonic weak potential ϕweakN (x) can be calculated from the equation for
static massive field
(−∇2 +M2Z)ϕweakN (x) = %weakN (x), (2.90)
where MZ is mass of the Z
0 boson and the nucleonic weak charge density %weakN (x)



















We neglect the part of (2.91) which is proportional to γ5, because it gives at least
one order of magnitude lesser contribution (see [6], section 9.3). Together with














= (1− 4 sin2 θW )Z −N, (2.93)
where Z is the proton number and N is the neutron number. For point charge



















We separate the pseudoscalar Hamiltonian HP from (2.95) (it is the part propor-
tional to γ5) and we get
Hp(x) = ρN(re)γ5, (2.96)







2.3.3 Matrix element of HP
Now we know the form of HP and we can study the matrix element 〈χ(0)l |HP |Φ(0)〉
from equation (2.49), where we take for the zeroth order functions |Φ(0)〉 =
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|n, p, j,m〉 defined in (1.53)




























































































2,p 〈jl,ml|−p|j,m〉−p + c∗−|Γl|2,−p c−|Γ|1,p 〈jl,ml|p|j,m〉p
]}
, (2.98)
where constants A, B, Γ, N and so on are defined in subsections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2.
We use subscript l, resp. nothing to emphasize the use of nl, jl, . . . , resp. n, j,
. . . .
For the scalar product of two spherical spinors (1.48) and (1.50) we get
〈jl,ml|±p|j,m〉±p = δjl,jδml,m, (2.99)
and after substition of c1 and c2 from (1.51) and (1.52) we get the matrix element
(2.98) in the form











− 2pZαBlApRnl,|Γ|Rn,|Γ|−1 − (2j + 1)BlBRnl,|Γ|Rn,|Γ|
]
. (2.100)
2.4 Calculation of δ̄LR
In this section we can finaly derive the theoretical expression for circular dichro-
ism. The parity nonconservation is most easily seen by measurements of circular
dichroism in the M1 transitions, where jf = ji = j and pf = pi = p. From
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the expression (2.36) we get formula for the circular dichroism δ̄LR in the lowest
nonzero order of the perturbation theory
δ̄LR ≈
4ZαωRe〈nf , pi, ji||α||ni, pi, ji〉(1)〈nf , pi, ji||µ||ni, pi, ji〉∗(0)
4
∣∣〈nf , pi, ji||α||ni, pi, ji〉(1)∣∣2 + (Zα)2ω2∣∣〈nf , pi, ji||µ||ni, pi, ji〉(0)∣∣2
(2.101)
We also assume that
|〈nf , pi, ji||α||ni, pi, ji〉(1)| << Zαω|〈nf , pi, ji||µ||ni, pi, ji〉(0)| (2.102)
and with the just mentioned assumption (2.102) we have for the expression (2.101)
δ̄LR ≈ Re
4〈nf , pi, ji||α||ni, pi, ji〉(1)
Zαω〈nf , pi, ji||µ||ni, pi, ji〉(0)
. (2.103)
The assumption (2.102) could be verified after the calcualtion from the obtained
value of δ̄LR.
2.4.1 Reduced matrix element of the M1 transition
At first, let us focus our attention on the denominator. We use equation (2.26)
to calculate the reduced matrix element. The value of mi is arbitrary (we choose
mi = −j) and we get
〈nf , p, j||µ||ni, p, j〉(0) =
1√
2j
〈nf , p, j,−j + 1|µ+|ni, p, j,−j〉. (2.104)
Operator µ+ has the form
µ+ = µ1 + iµ2 = x2α3 − x3α2 + i (x3α1 − x1α3) =






where x = rn and q+ is then






Let us write the matrix element using relativistic wave functions (1.53). Because




2,p are the same
for both wave functions with values defined in (1.51) and (1.52). We also use
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subscript i or f to emphasize the use of ni or nf in constants A, B and N .












1,p 〈j,−j + 1|p
c
∗|Γ|






1,p 〈j,−j + 1|p
c
∗−|Γ|

































































where the spin-angular part is
Sq± =
(









〈j,−j + 1|+q+|j,−j〉− ± 〈j,−j + 1|−q+|j,−j〉+
)
. (2.108)
In order to calculate Sq± from the last equation, we use the explicit values of
spherical spinors (1.48) and (1.50). We can solve the problem for general j
〈j,−j + 1|+q+|j,−j〉− = ir
∫
dn




















































































where the integration over dn was done using formula (2.41). For the second
term we get
〈j,−j + 1|−q+|j,−j〉+ = ir
∫
dn

































































Altogether we have for the reduced matrix element a relation
〈nf , p, j||µ||ni, p, j〉(0) =
1

























+ 3Zα(2j + 1)BfBiRnf ,|Γ|Rni,|Γ|
}
(2.111)
2.4.2 Reduced marix element of the E1 transition
At last, we need to calculate the numerator of the fraction (2.103)




〈nf , p, j,−j + 1|α+|ni, p, j,−j〉(1)+


















The procedure of calculating matrix elements in (2.112) is very similar to the one
we have just done. The only difference is we have operator α+ instead of µ+ and
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the parity of both functions is different.













)[|Γ|Sσ− + p (j + 12)Sσ+]+
+
[













)[−|Γ|Sσ− + p (j + 12)Sσ+]}, (2.113)







〈j,−j + 1|+σ+|j,−j〉+ ± 〈j,−j + 1|−σ+|j,−j〉−
)
. (2.114)
Again, we have to calculate only the spin-angular parts to get the Sσ± and, con-
sequently, the matrix element (2.113)
〈j,−j + 1|+σ+|j,−j〉+ =
∫
dn

























〈j,−j + 1|−q+|j,−j〉+ = ir
∫
dn




















 = − √2j
2j + 2
. (2.116)
We use results from (2.113), (2.115) and (2.116) and from the formula (2.113) we
get
〈nf , p, j,−j + 1|α+|nl,−p, j,−j〉 =
2ip√













−ApfBlRnf ,|Γ|−1Rnl,|Γ| +BfAplRnf ,|Γ|Rnl,|Γ|−1
]
+









We put the results from (2.117) and (2.100) to (2.112) and we get for the reduced
matrix element for the E1 transition in the first order the final relation
〈nf , p, j||α||ni, p, j〉(1) =
2





















−ApfBlRnf ,|Γ|−1Rnl,|Γ| +BfAplRnf ,|Γ|Rnl,|Γ|−1
]
+













(2j + 1)A−pl A
p
iRnl,|Γ|−1Rni,|Γ|−1+
+ 2pZαA−pl BiRnl,|Γ|−1Rni,|Γ| − 2pZαBlAp×









(2j + 1)A−pl A
p
fRnl,|Γ|−1Rnf ,|Γ|−1+
+ 2pZαA−pl BfRnl,|Γ|−1Rnf ,|Γ| − 2pZαBlApf×




























Together with (2.111) we have derived the expression for circular dichroism
(2.103). Let us revise the meaning of constants used in (2.111) and (2.118).
The constants A, B and N are constants defined by relations (1.54), (1.55) and
(1.56). The radial hydrogen function Rn,lΓ(r) has the form defined in [10], §37.
The energy E can be calculated from the expression (1.46).
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Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to calculate the radiative corrections caused by vacuum
polarization and to find the expression for the circular dichroism. Firstly, we have
derived the formula for energy shift caused by vacuum polarization. Then we have
found the equations for Fourier transformation of the vacuum expectatation value
of charge density and we have suggested two approximative schemes – free particle
and hydrogen function expansions. We have used them to derive the Fourier
transformation of the vacuum expectatation value of charge density in the first
order in α and we compared both approximative schemes. Those relations were
used to derive Uehling potential and some numerical values of energy shift caused
by it were calculated. Then the higher orders contribution were discussed.
In the second chapter we have defined circular dichroism and we have find
an expression for it in terms of reduced matrix elements of an arbitrary vector
operator. We have analyzed the matrix elements for the case of hydrogen-like
atom. Then we have studied the effect of weak interaction that can be seen in
atomic spectrum. We have derived the expression for neutral weak nucleonic
current and we have shown how it generates the parity violating potential that
acts on electrons. Finaly, we have used all the results from this section to find
the expression for circular dichroism in terms of hydrogen radial functions.
The results achieved in this thesis are thus following:
• We have shown an alternative derivation of the Uehling potential and also
how it is contained in the exact result. We have also calculated the energy
shift caused by Uehling potential in different levels of approximation, see
Tables 1.1 and 1.2.
• The formula (1.146) is important as the check for the calculations which
use the partial wave expansion.
• We have derived the formula for circular dichroism in terms of the reduced
matrix elements. The angular-spinor degrees of freedom were integrated
out, see (2.111) and (2.118).
In the future we are going to continue to work on the topics described in this
work. Our plan is following:
• To derive equations for energy shift caused by vacuum polarization effect
by means of partial wave expansion and check the results in [21].
• To complete the derivation of circular dichroism for appropriate transitions.
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• To calculate numerical values of circular dichroism including self-energy and




A.1 Calculation of some integrals using parabolic
coordinates
In order to calculate some integrals, it is convenient to use parabolic coordinates
defined by relations






ξη cosφ, y =
√






x2 + y2 + z2 =
1
2
(ξ + η) (A.2)
with element of volume dV = d3r = 1
4
(ξ + θ) dξ dη dφ.
In the integrals K, K ′ and L defined in equations (1.82), (1.89) and (1.96) we
integrate over d3r, so vectors k and ke are parameters. We can choose an arbitrary
direction of coordinate axes. In order to keep formulas as easy as possible we set
the z-axis in the same direction as vector ke and the x-axis in the plane defined
by vectors k and ke:
r = (x, y, z), (A.3)
ke = (0, 0, |ke|), (A.4)
k = (ω sin θ, 0, ω cos θ), (A.5)
where θ is angle between vectors k and ke. Expressions (A.3) – (A.5) give
ke · k = |ke|ω cos θ, (A.6)
k · r = ωx sin θ + ωz cos θ. (A.7)
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A.1.1 Integral K







































× F (−a, 1, i|ke|η)F (a, 1,−i|ke|η)
∣∣
λ=0
Now we make another substitution defined by formulas
u =
√
ξ cosφ, v =
√




and then we get






















































































































Let us simplify the argument of the exponential and denote it as Λ, so
Λ = λ− 1
2
iω cos θ +
ω2 sin2 θ
4λ+ 2iω cos θ
=
=
−iω cos θ(2λ+ iω cos θ) + λ(4λ+ 2iω cos θ) + ω2 sin2 θ
4λ+ 2iω cos θ
=
=
4λ2 + ω2 cos2 θ + ω2 sin2 θ
4λ+ 2iω cos θ
=
4λ2 + ω2
4λ+ 2iω cos θ
. (A.9)
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This gives us the final expression for the integral K






2λ+ iω cos θ














(Λ− c) (Λ− c′)
)
, (A.11)
where F (a, b, c, z) is the hypergeometric function. Using this formula we get
K = − ∂
∂λ
π
2λ+ iω cos θ
Γ(1) Λ−1(Λ− i|ke|)a(Λ + i|ke|)−a×
× F
(
−a, a, 1, k
2
e


















































2 θ − ω2
(
ω + 2|ke| cos θ



























2 θ − ω2)2
, (A.16)
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we get from equation (A.12) the final expression
K = − 4πi
ω3 cos θ
(
ω + 2|ke| cos θ
















ω + 2|ke| cos θ


















2 θ − ω2
(
ω + 2|ke| cos θ


















ω + 2|ke| cos θ



















2 θ − ω2)
(
ω + 2|ke| cos θ
















2 θ − ω2)2
(
ω + 2|ke| cos θ










2 θ − ω2
)
.
A.1.2 Integral K ′
Calculation of the integral K ′ (1.89) is practicaly identical to calculation of the























ω + 2|ke| cos θ













When calculationg the integral L (1.96) it is again useful to use parabolic coor-

























Only differentiation with respect to η does not give zero, because the Laplacian
operator acts on the function depending only on the coordinate η. After substi-
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[F (−a, 1, i|ke|η)F (a, 1,−i|ke|η)]
)













































[F (−a, 1, i|ke|η)F (a, 1,−i|ke|η)]
)
(A.18)
Before we continue let us simplify the expression from the equation (A.18) using
formula for confluent hypergeometric functions
zF (a+ 1, b+ 1, z) = b[F (a+ 1, b, z)− F (a, b, z)], (A.19)




[F (−a, 1, i|ke|η)F (a, 1,−i|ke|η)] =
= η[−aF (−a+ 1, 2, i|ke|η) i|ke|F (a, 1,−i|ke|η) +
+ aF (−a, 1, i|ke|η)F (a+ 1, 2,−i|ke|η) (−i|ke|)] =
= a[−i|ke|ηF (−a+ 1, 2, i|ke|η)F (a, 1,−i|ke|η) +
+ F (−a, 1, i|ke|η) (−i|ke|η)F (a+ 1, 2,−i|ke|η)] =
= a{[−F (−a+ 1, 1, i|ke|η) + F (−a, 1, i|ke|η)]F (a, 1,−i|ke|η) +
+ F (−a, 1, i|ke|η) [F (a+ 1, 1,−i|ke|η)− F (a, 1,−i|ke|η)]} =
= −a[F (−a+ 1, 1, i|ke|η)F (a, 1,−i|ke|η)−
− F (−a, 1, i|ke|η)F (a+ 1, 1,−i|ke|η)].
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[F (a+ 1, 1, i|ke|η)F (−a, 1,−i|ke|η)−







η[F (a+ 1, 1, i|ke|η)F (−a, 1,−i|ke|η)−















η[F (a+ 1, 1, i|ke|η)F (−a, 1,−i|ke|η)−









η[F (a+ 1, 1, i|ke|η)F (−a, 1,−i|ke|η)−
− F (a, 1, i|ke|η)F (−a+ 1, 1,−i|ke|η)]. (A.20)
To calculate the integral over η we again use the formula (A.11)



















































ω + 2|ke| cos θ
ω − 2|ke| cos θ
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.









η[F (a+ 1, 1, i|ke|η)F (−a, 1,−i|ke|η)−






2 cos θ · (1− 1). (A.21)
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In the next part we will use the substitution
z = i|ke|η. (A.22)
According to [10], Mathematical Appendix §d the behaviour of the confluent
hypergeometric functions F (α, γ, z) for z →∞ is as follows
F (α, γ, z) =
Γ(γ)
Γ(γ − α)(−z)




ezzα−γG(γ − α, 1− α, z), (A.23)
where the assymptotic series of the G(α, β, z) has the form




α(α + 1)β(β + 1)
2!z2
+ . . . (A.24)





















G(−a,−a, z) + e
−z(−z)−a−1





Γ(1− a)G(a, a,−z) +
ezza−1
Γ(a)






G(1− a, 1− a, z) + e
−z(−z)−a
Γ(1− a) G(a, a,−z)
)]
(A.25)
In the equation (A.25) all the terms containing z−n for n ≥ 1 are zero, because
limη→∞ η
−n = 0 for n ≥ 1. Therefore, after using assymptotic series (A.24) and

















The limit A from equation (A.26) is not zero. But it has the physical meaning as
a part extracted from J2 (1.97) integrated over vector ke. The integration over
angle θ will make the expression easier∫
d3ke
A


























































We can turn our attention from the general point of view to expansion for a→ 0.
We thus get







z2a = 1 + 2a ln z + 2a2 ln2 z +O(a3), (A.30)
where γ
.
= 0, 5772 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Using (A.29) and (A.30) we
can write the limit A as a series in a∫
d3ke
A





















Bl sin |z|+ Cl cos |z|
)
lnl z, (A.31)








Bl sin |ke|η + Cl cos |ke|η
)
lnl i|ke|η = 0. (A.32)
We have therefore showed that the calculation of energy shift in any finite
order of a (and therefore Zα) is not changed by the limit A and we can omit it
in the following calculations.
A.2 Expansion of hypergeometric function in a
For functions F (−a, a, 1, z), F (−a + 1, a, 1, z), F (−a, a + 1, 1, z) we need the
expansion to the second order of a and for F (−a+ 1, a+ 1, 2, z) to the first order
of a.
We write the hypergeometric function F (−a, a, 1, z) in the form
F (−a, a, 1, z) = 1 + au1(z) + a2u2(z) + . . . (A.33)
The hypergeometric function F (−a, a, 1, z) satisfy the differential equation
z(z − 1)F ′′(−a, a, 1, z) + (1− z)F ′(−a, a, 1, z)− a2F (−a, a, 1, z) = 0 (A.34)
We also have boundary conditions of the form
F (−a, a, 1, 0) = 1 and F ′(−a, a, 1, 0) = −a2, (A.35)
which for functions u1 and u2 implies
u1(0) = 0, u
′
1(0) = 0 u2(0) = 0, u
′
2(0) = −1. (A.36)
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If we insert (A.33) into (A.34) we get differential equations for functions u1(z),
u2(z), etc. We solve them using boundary conditions (A.36) and hereby we get
the expansion of the hypergeometric function F (−a, a, 1, z) to the second order
in a
F (−a, a, 1, z) = 1− a2 dilog(1− z) +O(a3). (A.37)
Using the same procedure as above we get the expansions of others hyperge-
omtric functions
F (1− a, a, 1, z) = 1− a ln(1− z)+
+ a2 [2 ln(1− z)− dilog(1− z)] +O(a3), (A.38)
F (−a, 1 + a, 1, z) = 1 + a ln(1− z)+
+ a2 [2 ln(1− z)− dilog(1− z)] +O(a3), (A.39)
F (1− a, 1 + a, 1, z) = −1
z
ln(1− z) +O(a2), (A.40)
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